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The PRESIDENT took the Chair at
4.30 p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTIONS.
THIRD PARTY INSURANCE.

As to Hospital Charges.
Hon. J. D. TEA1HAN (for Hon. G. Ben-

netts) asked the Chief Secretary:
Is It correct that third party insurance

cases admitted to Kaigoorlie or other hos-
pitals in the State, are required to pay
the high rate of 75s. 3d. per day. irres-
pective of what accommodation they re-
ceive?

The CHIEF SECRETARY replied:
Third party insurance cases are charged

the ascertained daily cost of hospital treat-
ment.

SUPERPHOSPHATE.

alia, that a regulation made last year pro-
vides that If the inward load does not ex-
ceed two tons in weight, the load on the
return journey must be of a weight com-
mensurate with that of the inward trip.

In view of the fact that this final state-
ment is at variance with the original
information obtained, will the Minister
inform the House-

(1) Why contradictory statements were
made by the Transport Board to the Per-
tilisers Association?

(2) What is the true position regdrding
the road transport of superphosphate?

The CHIEF SECRETARY replied:.
By answering this question without

notice I do not wish to encourage members
to indulge too frequently in this practice.
Because Mr. Jones was good enough to give
me a certain amount of notice of this
question, I am able to supply an answer.
It does not, however, deal with my depart-
ment. The answers are as follows:-

(1) The advice given by telephone was
correct, The officer who gave the written
advice used the word "regulation" some-
what loosely in referring to a notice pub-
lished in the "Government Gazette" on the
31st July, 1953, to add "rye" to the items
permitted in forward loading.

(2) The true position is that where the
forward loading comprises only items
specified in paragraph 3 of the First
Schedule of the Act, any quantity of goods
may be back-loaded for the Producer's
own use. If "rye" is included in for-
ward-loading, back-loading is limited to
the same quantity as forward-loaded with
the proviso that two tons or more of for-
ward-loading will still authorise a full
truck load to be returned.

BILLS (3)-THIRD READING.
1, War Service Land Settlement Scheme.

Returned to the Assembly with
amendments.

2, Constitution Acts Amendment (No. 2),.
Transmitted to the Assembly.

3, Government Employees (Promotions
Appeal Board) Act Amendment.
Passed.

As to Regulation Covering RoadBILPATDS SE AC
Transport. B PANDISEAST. AC

Hon. A. Rt. JONES (without notice) asked SENDMREdNg.- - -

the Chief Secretary: _ _ _ Second Reading
-On-the-l6th-Angust-lasr; tM-s -crtiif6 Debate resumed from the 14th October.
the West Australian Fertilisers Association
made verbal Inquiries from the Transport HON. L. C. DIVER (Central) (4.39]:
Board with regard to the road transport This Bill contains a few small amendments
of superphosphate. Advice then obtained to the Plant Diseases Act to alter the
by telephone from the secretary's office charges made by the committees control-
was that the position was in accordance ling the fruit-fly baiting scheme operating
with the first schedule of the Act, and in Western Australia. It deals with the
further that although the Governor may south suburban, the eastern hills and the
make regulations, no regulation had been Donnybrook schemes. Because of the fact
made in respect to this subject. Two that last year the south suburban fruit-
days later, the Fertilisers Association re- fly baiting committee had an adverse
ceived a letter from the board stating. inter balance at the end of its operations,'
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amounting to some £46, it made
representations to the Government
for an increase in its grant
in order to cover that deficit,
At no time did the committees request
that the Bill be brought forward, but the
Government intimated that it would not
increase its subsidy above £1,500 a year.
It suggested, in lieu, an amendment of the
Act to increase the charges so that the
committees could raise additional revenue.

I have read the speeches of members
in andther place, that of one in particular
who has a wide knowledge of the subject
and who gave the history of the fruit-fly
baiting scheme. He pointed out that, prior
to the operation of the scheme, the num-
ber of cases of fruit from the south sub-
urban area that was condemned in the
Perth market was 400 in one year. While
I am an agriculturist, it seemed a dread-
ful price to pay for condemned fruit.
The Government had provided a subsidy
of £1,500 and the local growers -had raised
£3,000, a total of £4,500. to combat the
pest.

However, behind the scheme we must
realise there are many hundreds of cases
of fruit that did not reach the market
owing to the depredations of fruit-fly.
When the fruit from that area did reach
the market, it had earned an unenviable
reputation which had an adverse effect
upon the price received for the commodity.
I am told that this could mean as much
as 2s. Gd. a case less for fruit from affected
areas as compared with fruit from clean
areas. Consequently, when we consider
the figures in "Hansard," we must realise
that there is a much sounder reason for
the measure than might appear on the
surface. Then we have the export trade
to consider because it, at one period of
our history, was seriously affected.

Under existing conditions, not only is
the commercial fruitgrower covered by the
Act but also people residing in the area,
who grow one or more fruit-trees.
Naturally, the committee operating the
fruit-fly baiting scheme must ensure that
baiting and spraying are carried on in
those orchards, and it stands to reason
that more time would be occupied in call-
Ing at a number of houses with backyard
orchards and trees numbering up to six
than would be required to go straight
ahead with operations on a commercial
orchard.

However, attention to the backyard
orchard is still an Important part of the
scheme. The people who grow a few trees
in their backyards receive benefits from
the baiting because, if this were not done
by the local committee, it would In many
instances be left undone, and the owners
of the property would get no fruit at all.
I have been told that a case of fruit
would be worth from 20s. to 30s. There-
fore. the backyard orchardists are casting

a greater liability on the scheme propor-
tionately than are the commercial
orchardists, and are getting off cheaply.

The fruit-fly baiting scheme should not
be confused with orchard registration.
They are two different things. Orchard
registration is carried out by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture but a baiting scheme
is undertaken by a committee constituted
in a given area. These committees volun-
tarily carry out frulit-fly baiting and
spraying. It may be that nine or ten ap-
plications have to be given to an orchard
during the season, so, when members are
dealing with the charges later on, they
should realise that they represent about
one-tenth of the total cost for the year.
There is no question that backyard
orchards are creating a problem for the
south suburban committee. In that
locality, out of 1,300 registered fruit-
growers, there are 850 growers with four
trees and less, so it is quite an expense
to deal with them.

I regret that one portion of this Bill
should have been considered necessary. If
extra money were required to carry on the
schemes, the Government could have
raised the subsidy by £100 this year, and
then the committees could have pruned
their operations next year in order to
make ends meet. At present I do not
think we are justified in doing anything
that will increase the Cost-

Hon. C. W. D. Barker: What about the
campaign against Argentine ants.

Hon. L. C. DIVER: I agree that the posi-
tion regarding the Argentine ant is also
bad but the responsibility for that pest is
not lef t to a few individuals. We know that
there are some who do nothing to try to
get rid of the Argentine ant but, of course,
the Government is helping substantially to
combat that pest.

Hon). C. W. D. Barker: That is no reason
'why the fruit-fly should be let go.

Hon. L. C. DIVER: I am not suggesting
that. The question to be decided is what
Is an economic figure for the commercial
orchardists to pay. Are we going beyond
an economic figure in this Bill? The vast
majority of the people concerned are back-
yard orchardists and yet it is the com-
mercial growers who are called upon sub-
stantially to meet the cost of combating the
fruit-fly and I do not think that is fair.
Men are employed with the necessary
apparatus and baits to go into the back-
yards concerned and spray three or four
trees for one shilling-the maximum
chargeable under the Bill-perhaps several
times a year, but I do not think it is fair
that the commercial orchardist should be
expected to keep the backyard grower
going.

The fruit-fly baiting scheme has created
a spate of controversy since I entered this
House, and about 18 months ago I received
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several letters in connection with the mat- The Minister for the North-West: Plus
ter, and I wondered at that time if there £1,500.
was anything -wrong with the scheme. The Hon. L. C. DIVER: Why?
Minister stated that during the last few
months those participating in both the The Minister for the North-West: Be-
south suburban scheme and the eastern cause the subsidy is £1,500,
hills scheme had an opportunity to exercise Hon. L, C. DIVER: I probably should
their vote. Speaking of the eastern hills have said "an extra £100." I realise that
scheme, where most of the opposition ap- the subsidy is £1,500, but that is a mere
Pears to come from, I think the opponents bagatelle in comparison with what the
of the scheme there used every endeavour Government is spending on eradicating
to have it defeated, but even then there other types of vermin. Had this problem
were only 36 against the scheme out of the been tackled properly years ago-I do not
360 who cast their votes, so evidently the blame any particular Government or Party
vast majority were prepared to carry on for the omission-it could have been over-
with the scheme. in the south suburban come and had that been done the growers
area there were only 17 out of 164 against a would not be in the position in which they
continuance of the scheme. We can, there- are today. As Mr. Logan said, South
fore, see that at that time the vast majority Australia faced up to the fruit-fly menace
of those concerned were in favour of the and it cost the Government there hun-
scheme, but a most important point is that dreds of thousands of pounds to eradi-
at the time when the vote was taken there cate the pest. However, I believe it is
was no suggestion of amending the Act. the duty of the Government to help in
When the people concerned cast their votes this matter as far as possible and, al-
they did so under the impression that the though the Minister will probably say
position would continue as it was and that the Government is doing that, I think it
the charges would be no greater. should have agreed to meet the extra

The Minister for the North-West: The expense involved. I feel that at present
charges rest with them, we are on the borderline and that the

Hon. L.. C. DIVER: I realise that, but scheme will be barely able to work within
would remind the House that it is the the figures laid down in the Act at pres-
backyard fruit-grower who constitutes the ent-
burden to be carried by the scheme. 1s It Hon. C. W. D. Barker: Too many people
likely that the commercial grower will are relying on the Government for every-
continue to carry the backyard producer? thing these days.
The Donnybrook scheme illustrates con-
clusively that where the commercial grow- Hon. L. C. DIVER: There is one section
era are relieved of the responsibility of of our community to which I think every
carrying the backyard producer, it is pos- consideration is due, and there I speak
sible for the scheme to function easily of the pensioners. I inquired into this
within the 6s. charge, while It is im- aspect of fruit-fly baiting with some of the
possible in the case of the south suburban people concerned and I was informed,
scheme. It is my intention to place on especially in the case of the south subur-
the notice paper an amendment the purpose ban people, that the committee does not
of which will be to strike out the figure render an account to indigent old-age
"l0s." and insert in lieu "Us." pensioners. When studying the Bill, I did

I believe that the fruit-fly baiting scheme think that I would ask for an amendment
is a good thing for the State and I do not in regard to this aspect of the legislation
wish to see anything done that will turn because where old-age pensioners have
the commercial growers against it. How- trees, and the committee overlooks them,

eethere is a limit beyond which I do not it could be burdensome. However, I will
think they will go, and I therefore believe annt tafr toer ae tomtei repes and
that we should not saddle them with un- cno fodt tedt hi re n
bearable costs as otherwise they might, If the committee cannot help them, it
on the next occasion, vote against the would be merciful to destroy the trees. I
scheme. The Minister shakes his head, but hope the Minister will investigate that
I am told that that is the position and that angle. There are only a few people con-
there is a limit beyond which the corn- cerned. _r - - - - _

-mercial-growers-will-not-vProbabhrthe--The Minist-er for the North-West: You
Minister will retort that this is a voluntary say because they are poor, the trees should
scheme and that those participating in it be ripped out.
need not increase the charge but can cutH
their coat according to the available cloth, Hon. L. C. DIVER: No, I do not say
but is that fair? The commercial pro that. I would rather see the fruit-fly
ducer is in a cleft stick. He is trying to baiting done for nothing in the case of
give himself good service but at the same those people, but if the work cannot be
time is saddled with the large cost in- done, it would be better if the trees were
volved on account of the considerable numa- destroyed.
ber of backyard orchardists in the area. I will now refer to the amendments
I repeat that £100 would have been all which I propose. By Clause 2, Section
that was required. 12C, paragraph (d), will be amended, if
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the Bill is passed, by increasing the
charge for 100 plants from Ga. to l0s. In
Committee I propose to move to substi-
tute the word "seven" for the word "ten"
which would make the charge 7s. for 100
plants. In referring to paragraph (b) of
Clause 2, I would point out to the Minister
that the words "less than seven plants"
mean up to six. The charge will be lid.
Per Plant, but paragraph (c) of Clause 2
concludes with the words, "whichever of
those charges shall be the greater." In
effect, Is. would be the charge, but six
trees at lid. a tree, would amount to 9d.

Why the difference? Why not a charge
of Is. for up to six trees? .The whole of
paragraph (b) requires redrafting. The
words, "more than six but less than 100
plants" would cover from seven to 99
plants. In the case of small backyard
orchards, the words in subitem C of para-
graph (c) of Clause 2. "more than six"
should read "not more than four." A man
with six trees would then pay is. 6d.
because he would be charged 3d. for each
plant. The words I would like the Min-
ister to study a little more closely are,
"less than seven plants." The charge of
Is. must be the greater in that ease,

The Minister for the North-West: It is
3d. per plant with a minimum of Is. 6d.

Hon. L. C. DIVER: That minimum of
is. 6d. applies only to paragraph (a)
where, in the subitem, it reads, "more than
six but less than 100 plants."

The Minister for the North-West: The
words, "whichever is the greater" must
apply.

The PRESIDENT: I suggest that the
hon. member should not discuss the in-
dividual clauses, but leave such discussion
until the Committee stage.

Hon. L. C. DIVER: As you say. Mr.
President. I think I have covered the
ground as far as I can at this juncture,
but in Committee I will move for an
amendment in the direction I have indi-
cated. If the Minister investigates the
points to which I have referred, especially
that provision contained in paragraph
(b),. he will find that what I say is correct.
I support the second reading.

On motion by H-on. N. E. Baxter, debate
adjourned.

BILL-OUARDIANSHIP OF INFANTS
ACT AMENDMENT.

Received from the Assembly and read
a first time.

BILL-HEALTH ACT AMENDMENT
(NO. 2).

Second Readhing.

Debate resumed from the 14th October.

HON. R. J. BOYLEN (South-East)
[5.111: I support the second reading of
the Bill. Initially., it was not my intention

to speak, but I was somewhat apprehensive
of the interpretation of the words "thera-
peutic substances". I thought that they
may have referred to the ordinary type of
prescription that a doctor writes daily in
the course of his practice. I am now saWi-
fled, however, that that is not covered by
the definition of "therapeutic substances."
1, with other members of my profession
would be greatly concerned if Subsection
(4) of proposed new Section 241W had been
passed. That subsection refers to the
preparation of a therapeutic substance by
a medical practitioner for use in the
treatment of his patients and also applies
to a, therapeutic substance prepared by a
registered pharmaceutical chemist in the
ordinary course of his business.

The average therapeutic substance, as
defined in the Bill, is something which
neither a doctor nor a pharmacologist
would attempt to manufacture. I think,
in some instances, it would be impossible
for a medical practitioner or a chemist,
even with all his modem appliances, to
manufacture satisfactorily certain thera-
peutic substances. There was a time when
practically all prescriptions were com-
pounded by a pharmaceutical chemist.
However, as modern science progressed
some of the medicines, which previously
were prepared in liquid form, were manu-
factured in the form of tablets or capsules
which, in many instances, are more con-
venient for the doctor to prescribe and
more pleasant for the patient to take.

There are various drugs, however, which
come under the term "therapeutic sub-
stances" which would be very difficult to
manufacture except by large drug houses.
I remember once speaking to a hospital
secretary who was somewhat egotistical in
his attitude and who treated the British
Pharmacopoeia like an ordinary cookery
book. He would point out one drug and
gay, "Why cannot we make that up?" I
told him that although it seemed simple
enough to compound in any dispensary, Its
manufacture had only been achieved with
drug houses that had plants worth from
£30,000 to £40,000 to manufacture it and
it would not be economical either for him
or myself to manufacture such a line.
Although I support the second reading of
the Bill I will be much happier if the
paragraph, which I have already men-
tioned, is struck out of the Bill. No medical
practitioner would attempt to prepare a
therapeutic substance under this legisla-
tion, nor would be feel confident having a
pharmaceutical chemist to compound it
for him.

on motion by the Chief Secretary, debate
adjourned.

BILL-PHYSIOflIERAPISTS ACT
AMENDMENT.

Reports of Committee adopted.
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BILL-ADMNISTRATION ACT
AMENDMNT.

In Committee.
Resumed from the 14th October. HRon.

W. R. Hall in the Chair: the Chief
Secretary in charge of the Bill.

Clause 2-Section 18 amended:.
The CHAIRMAN: Progress was re-

ported after Hon. H. K. Watson had moved
an amendment to strike out the words "five
hundred" in line 16. page 2, with a view
to inserting the words "two thousand."

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Some doubt
existed us to the interpretation of Clause
2, and various versions were given. In
order to clarify the clause, I referred it to
the sponsors of the Bill. My interpreta-
tion was proved to be incorrect. To an ex-
tent the interpretation put forward by Mr.
Heenan is the correct one. The clause is
intended to apply to the two classes of
estates consisting, firstly, of £500 and,
secondly, £2,000. They are two separate
entities. The opinion furnished by the
Crown Law Department is as follows:-

Clause 2 of the Bill adds a new
Subsection (2) to Section 18 of the
principal Act.

Section 18 of the principal Act as
it now stands reads:-

No real estate of which admin-
istration has been granted shall
be leased for a longer term than
three years, or sold or mortgaged
without the written consent of
all persons beneficially Interested,
or the order of the Court.

The purpose of the amendment was
to provide that the above section
should not apply-

(a) where the value of the real
estate proposed to be leased,
sold or mortgaged, as assessed
by the Commissioner of
Stamps for death duty pur-
poses, does not exceed £500;

get the consent of the persons bene-
ficially interested in it, or the order of
the Court, when dealing with the
real estate.

Under (b), where the gross value
of the estate is less than £2,000.
the real estate which forms part of
the estate may be dealt with without
the consent of the persons beneficially
interested in it, or the order of the
Court, even if the value of the real
estate is, say, £1,999.

Two separate and distinct cases are
dealt with by the clause. It was
thought that, where the real estate
is of comparatively low value, the
provisions of Section 18 should be re-
laxed in respect thereof, whatever the
value of the estate of which the real
estate forms part.

A value had to be fixed In respect
of the real estate to which Section 18
would not apply and the value was
fixed at £500.

Since Section 18 deals only with
real estate which forms part of an
estate of an intestate person, it was
thought that, in comparatively small
estates (and the amount was fixed
at £2,000), the administrator should
not be required to comply with Section
18 of the principal Act.

In almost every case where the
husband or wife dies intestate, leav-
ing an estate the gross value of which
does not exceed f2,000, the surviving
husband or wife (as the case may
be) is the administrator or adminis-
tratrix and the sole beneficiary. It
is therefore felt that, irrespective of
the value of the real estate in an es-
tate the gross value of which does not
exceed £2,000, the small estates should
be saved as much expense as possible.

As to the amounts which have been
fixed by his Honour the Chief Justice
and the Master of the Supreme Court,
namely £500 and £2;000, this is a
matter of policy.

or Hon. L. Craig: Does the Crown Law
(b) where the gross value of the Department say it means an estate con-

estate of which the land sisting of one parcel of land valued at
forms part is assessed at less £500?
than £2,000. The CHIEF SECRETARY: It does not

The amendment was proposed be- say that.
cause it was thought desirable to Hon. H. Hearn: This deals witb an estate
save the expense involved in complying of £2,000 and un-derzonly? - -

with thte-sxisting-provision -where--
the value of the land which is being The CHIEF SECRETARY: Yes, and fur-
dealt with is comparatively low or ther it applies only to intestate estates.
the estate is a small one. XT. T IflA Tfl. rIM,,..

The correct construction of the sub-
clause, since the disjunctive "or" is
used and not the conjunctive "and"
between Paragraphs (a) and (b) is
that under (a) where the value of the
real estate to be dealt with is £500
or less-irrespective of the gross value
of the estate-it is not necessary to

doubt on the interpretation of this clause by
members on this side. Mr. Heamn said this
deals with estates of less than £2,000, but
that is not the case. Firstly, the Bill deals
with lots or real estate valued at less
than £500 in an estate of any size. This
opinion has been verified by a competent
authority.
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Hon. C. H. Simpson: Not a total of £500.
Hon. L. CRAIG: No, but parcels of £500.'Under this clause the administrator of an

estate valued at £100,000 can sell parcels
of real estate valued separately at less
than £500, without getting the consent of
the beneficiaries.

Hon. H. K. Watson: That means an ad-
ministrator can sell 10 lots of land of £00
each on the one day.

Hon. L. CRAIG: That Is so, so long as
these lots were assessed separately. The
word "~any" is used in the clause, which
means any real estate of £500. Secondly.
the Bill deals with estates not exceeding
£2,000 in value. If the estate valued at
£1,999 consisted of real estate, then the
administrator can sell it all. If members
will accept this interpretation, then it will
be advisable to deal with the amendments
on the notice paper, otherwise no good
purpose would be served.

Hon. E. M. HEENAN: I fully agree with
the interpretation of Mr. Craig regarding
paragraph (a). It means any item or parcel
of real estate which is not assessed at more
than £500. If an estate should consist
of six blocks of land assessed at £500 each,
the administrator could sell them all. Para-
graph (b) means that in an estate which
does not exceed £2,000 in value, the admin-
istrator may sell all the real estate included
therein. Those are the principles involved
in this measure and I support them. I
hope that the Committee will not agree to
any amendments.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I still do
not agree with the views that have been
expressed. The Bill refers to any real
estate, which covers stock, plant, land or
anything else.

Hon. L. Craig: Stock is not real estate.
Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: Well, any-

thing that is referred to. The Minister's
explanation is clear. It is intended that
where the estate is a small one it should
not be necessary to get permission to sell.
We might as well set the Act aside if, when
a large estate Is being dealt with, the land
can be divided uip into parcels of £500.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: The Chief Sec-
retary has given a pretty full explanation
of the intention of the clause. I agree with
the views expressed by Mr. Craig. At the
same time, I feel that paragraph (a) could
be drafted so as to make it clear that the
intention is that any item or parcel of land
of a value of £500, even though there be
10 or 50 of them, can be sold without the
consent of the court. On the understand-
Ing that that is the intention, my amend-
ment really becomes unnecessary, and I ask
leave to withdraw it.

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: I tried, Mr.

Chairman, to interrupt you when you were
putting to the Committee Mr. Watson's

request that his amendment be withdrawn,
because I think the hon. member needs to
reflect before making the withdrawal.

The CHAIRMAN: The hon. member
asked for the withdrawal, and it was agreed
to by the Committee.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: And you. Mr.
Chairman, obligingly met his request.

The CHAIRMAN: I did.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: I do not want

Mr. Watson to be under a misapprehension.
I think the interpretation given by Mr.
Craig, Mr. Heenan and Mr. Watson is
wrong. If I read the Bill without consulting
the notes that I put before the Chamber
when moving the second reading, I would
say their interpretation was correct, but
the interpretation seem-s farcial, because
under it, if we had a £40,000 estate, with
real estate to the value of £30,000, the real
estate could be disposed of in lots worth
£500 each.

Hon. H. K. Watson: That is so.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! Mr. Watson

has been given permission to withdraw his
amendment, so the question before the
Chair is-

That Clause 2 stand as printed.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: We cannot

dovetail the selling of £30,000 worth of real
estate in parcels worth £500 each with the
words that have come from the Chief
Justice and the Master of the Supreme
Court. His Honour said that the proposals
in the Bill would cheapen administration,
etc., where small estates were concerned.
or where the value of the land to be dealt
with was low. I would not call a £30,000
estate a small one. The whole intention
is to save expense on some estates; and,
taking the sugg~stions of the Chief Justice,
together with the Bill, I would say that
what is intended is one parcel of land
worth not more than £500.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: There is certainly
a lot to be said for what the Chief Secre-
tary has just put forward. My first amend-
ment to paragraph (a). however, has been
withdrawn. If at any time this particular
paragraph comes up for interpretation by
the Supreme Court, at least Parliament
cannot be criticised for its wording. Com-
ing to paragraph (b), the Chief Secretary
pointed out that where a person died
intestate and left only a small estate, the
almost invariable practice was for the re-
maining spouse to be appointed adminis-
trator; it was kept in the family.

I have, on the notice paper, an amend-
ment which will permit the administrator
to sell the real estate if the estate is of a
gross value of not more than £5,000. A
person could die, leaving no asset other
than a house, and that house and the
land could well be worth £5,000. It would
be difficult to visualise anything like a
decent residence which could be bought
for £2,000 or less. Therefore, if it is a
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question of giving the administrator the
power to dispose of nothing else but the
real estate-the house-I feel the figure
should be raised above £2,000. 1 move an
amendment-

That the word "two" in line 20, page
2, be struck out and the word "five"
inserted in lieu.

Hon. L. CRAIG: I think the amendment
should be agreed to. If a wife died intes-
tate and the husband applied for letters
of administration, he would get the whole
of the estate If it were a smafl one. Last
year we amended the Act to provide, in
the event of intestacy, for £5,000 instead
of £500. Under Mr. Watson's proposed
amendment, the husband would get the
lot. Where there is no spouse, and some-
one else applies for letters of administra-
tion, it is an expensive business.

Sureties have to be provided, especially
if children are concerned, anid the court
is adamant that children's rights must be
protected. The court does not accept any-
body who applies for letters of administra-
tion because he may play ducks and drakes
with the estate. Estates must be adminis-
tered by people of some standing, and
every effort should be made to give an ad-
ministrator powers without his having to
spend a lot of money. I think the amend-
ment is a good one and I think the Min-
ister for Justice agrees that the figures
should be increased, but no real attempt
was made to do that in another place.

Hon, E. M. HEENAN: When considering
this amendment, we must bear in mind
that the Bill has been introduced on the
suggestion of the Chief Justice and it is
breaking entirely new ground. Adminis-
trators have never been able to sell assets
off their own bat. I do not think they
should. After all, the person who dies
may be single; he may own a few blocks
of land and if this amendment is agreed
to, the Public Trustee or someone else.
would be able to sell whenever he thought
fit. Administrators should never have that
right. The law has been conservative in
this regard, and rightly so.

People talk about legal costs, but it is
better to incur legal costs than to have
an administrator selling a block of land
to one of his friends at an inadequate price.
The Chief Secretary told us that the Chief
Justice agreed with the figures in the Bill,
and that it was introduced at his sug-
gestion. As a result, I think we should

-be-careful-about-amendingit-MrWatson-
might reply and say that in these days
there are not many estates of under £2,000.
He may be right to a certain extent, but
let us agree to the Bill for the time being
and, if necessary, we can amend it next
year. I would not like to die intestate
and leave my house worth, say, £4,500,
knowing that my brother or the adminis-
trator could sell it as he thought fit.

Hon. L. Craig: He would'have to con-
sult the beneficiaries.

Hon. E. M. HEENAN: But suppose they
were infants. He would have to consult
no one.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: Now we are
taking power away from them.

Hon. E. M. HEENAN: I am not prepared
to agree to the sum of £5,000. If the
amendment is agreed to, and young child-
ren are the beneficiaries, the administrator
would be able to sell a house worth £4,500
without approaching the court or anyone
else.

Hion. H. K. Watson: But he could sell
£10,000 worth of shares without going to
the court.

Hon. E. M. HEENAN: Do not let us get
off the track. I cannot agree to the
amendment.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I hope the
Committee will not agree to the amend-
ment. Mr. Craig said he thought the
Minister for Justice would be prepared to
agree to a higher figure.

Hon. L. Craig: He made some such sug-
gestions.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I was in-
formed of that after the Bill had passed
through another place, so I decided to ask
him about it. He said that he thought
the figures in the Bill should be agreed
to because he had referred the matter
back to responsible people, and they felt
that the Bill should be agreed to in its
present form. He may have personal
views about it, but be says that, after
discussing the matter with the Chief Jus-
tice, he feels that the Bill, as it stands,
should be agreed to.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: This committee
is a deliberative body and the question
before it is one on which it is quite capable
of making up its mind. At the moment, an
administrator has power to dispose of any
asset, other than real estate, according
to his judgment, whether the figure be
£2,000 or £20,000. In obtaining a position
as administrator, a person has to put up
a bond and, in order to obtain that bond,
he has to be a responsible person because
no company whose practice it Is to issue
bonds will do so unless the person is respon-
sible. As a result, the administrator is under
bond and amenable to the jurisdiction of
the court. I submit that the principle for
which the Bill has been introduced is not
met by keeping to the figure of £2,000.
1 claim that an administsato- .should

-hv -the-rhght to sell a home, valued at
£4,000 or £5,000, without having to go to
the court and incur the expense of obtain-
ing an order to sell.

Hon. L. Craig: He can sell £20,000 worth
of diamonds without doing that.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: Yes. I think we
should look at the matter in a reasonable
manner. Having regard to the present
value of real estate, I think £5,000 is a
reasonable figure.
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Amendment put and a division taken
with the following result:-

Ayes .. . .. 8
,Noes ... .. .... .... 19

Majority against 11

Ayes.
Hon. L. Craig Eon. Hf. L. Roche
Ron. Sir Frank Gibson Hon. C. H. Simpson
Han. H. Hearn Ron. H. K. Watson
Hon, J. Murray Hon. J. Met. Thomson

(Taller.)
Noes,

Hon. C. W. D. Barker Hon. J. ci. Hismp
Hon. N. R. Baxter Eon. A. ft. Jones
Hon. ft. 3. Boylen lion. Sir Chas. Latham
Hon. E. M. Davies Eon. F. R. B. Lavery
HvA. L. C. Diver Hon. L. A. Logan
Hon. 0. Fraser Hon. H. C. Strickland
Hon. J. 3. Garrigan Mon. J. D. Teaban
Hen. A. F . Griffth Roil. W. F. Willesee
Hon. E. M. Heenan Hon. H. F. Hutchison
Bon. C. H. Henning (Teller.)

Amendment thus negatived.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 3 to 5, Title-agreed to.
Bill reported without amendment and

the report adopted.

BILL-HEALTH ACT AMENDMENT
(No. 1).

Report of Committee adopted.

BILL-BUSH FIRES.
Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the 13th October.

HON. N. E. BAXTER (Central) t6.1l:
This Bill has been framed with the in-
tention of drawing up a good Act for the
administration and control of bush fires.
In a State like Western Australia it is
not a very simple matter because we have
so many varying types of country, and
what mhight apply perhaps to the wheat
belt or north-western areas, would not
apply to our forest areas. Accordingly it is
most necessary to have control by a com-
petent board and by competent officers
throughout the State in order to minimise
the dangers of bushfires, and in order to
control those fires when they start.

In my opinion, the Bill is not exactly
all that could be desired. There are many
provisions contained in it that will be
irksome to the private landholder, because
under them he will have to do certain
things which will not be applicable to
the Government departments; and I am
thinking particularly of the Railway
Department and the Forests Department.
To my mind, the Bill does err to a certain
extent in not tying those departments to
the provisions in the measure in order to
bring them under the restrictions that
will apply to the private landholder. For
instance, under the Bill it is necessary for
the private landholder to make breaks A.nd
to give a certain number of days' notice;
he is not allowed to light fires on land ad-
joining railway property without advi sing
the local authority, and without making

certain breaks. Yet those provisions do not
apply to the Government departments. It
is most unfair to impose restrictions like
those on private landholders.

There is one provision that states that
where a fire is started on railway property
the adjoining landholder cannot set fire to
his land unless he obtains the consent of
the local authority and provides certain
breaks that are stipulated. It is possible
that this will take perhaps three or four
days-in some cases more-and yet in the
meantime the fire might be burning on
railway property, while the adjoining
landholder has not the right to burn back
to that fire or take any precautions to
protect his own property by burning, un-
less he abides by the restrictions imposed
in this Bill. I do not say the restrictions
are not good ones, but I contend that
before any land, be it forestry, railway
or private land, is set on fire, the adjoin-
ing landholders should be given a certain
number of days' notice to prepare them
for the fire that will be approaching their
properties. That is one provision which
stands out in the Bill. Besides all that,
there are certain penalties provided for
the private landholder, -while a number
of them do not fall on the heads of the
servants of the Government departments
who could, of course, be just as irrespon-
sible as the servants of any private land-
holder.

That is more or less the general outline
of my objections to the Bill. It is essen-
tially a Committee Bill, and I do not
want to labour it very long at the second
reading stage. I will content myself
at this moment by supporting the second
reading. There are quite a nunber of
amendments on the notice paper with
which we will deal in Committee.

HON. C. H. HENNING (South-West)
(6.71: Like Mr. Baxter, I agree that the
Bill is necessary, because we have had an
Act in force for some considerable time
and it has been amended on a number of
occasions. However, many of the provi-
sions contained in the Bill are extremely
harsh as they affect the individual, whereas
Government instrumentalities seem to get
away with everything. In other words,
they are like Caesar's wife-above sus-
picion. For example, have members ever
heard of a railway setting fire to coun-
try? I feel sure, however, that they have
heard of a railway -allegedly" having set
fire to country. That seems to me to be
the theme as far as Government instru-
mentalities are concerned. It is always
"alleged."

In the manner in which this Bill is
framed, there is no question of its being
".alleged" as far as the private landholder
is concerned. Because of all the precau-
tions he has to take, he definitely commits
himself, and there is straightout evidence
of what he has done. A large portion of
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the Bill deals with the restriction of burn-
ing and the penalties which it Is hoped
will act as a deterrent. Sometimes, how-
ever, if we make the penalties too harsh
they do not act as a deterrent, rather do
they result in people going in a roundabout
way and starting fires.

There are certain provisions contained
in the Bill that apply to people who start,
or endeavour to start, fires by various
mechanical means, but those means are
extremely difficult to detect, and offences
arising out of their use are extremely diffi-
cult to prove. The result would be that
in certain cases people could quite easily
set fire to bush or country without in any
way taking any precautions at all, let alone
the adequate precautions specified in the
Bill. We all know that under control a
fire is a great friend. Without it, we would
not have had the millions of acres cleared
that we have had opened up in Western
Australia. Once it gets out of control,
however, a fire can cause tremendous
devastation and havoc all along the line.

This measure is aimed essentially at pre-
venting fires from getting out of control.
Let us consider the provisions as they relate
to the average landholder; to a man who
takes all the necessary precautions and
obtains a permit to burn and for some
reason-we will say because of an act of
God-the fire gets away from him, He is
not only liable under civil law for any dam-
age he may cause, but he is also liable under
the provisions of this Bill. In the first
place he is liable for a charge of up to
£100 for the fire getting away, and is also
liable to a penalty of an extra £100 for any
work or services that may be rendered by
the bush fire brigade, or the forestry offi-
cers, in quelling that fire.

I believe that penalties alone are not
the greatest factor in preventing a fire
from spreading or of ensuring that ade-
quate precautions are being taken. To my
mind the greatest single factor is the
personality of the man himself who, in the
first place, does not want to injure or
cause damage to any man's property. I
think members will find that that applies
mainly to people who have to burn, and
who know something about conditions in
the country generally; who know that
burning is necessary for clearing purposes
or for whatever other use to which it may
be put.

--- But-there-are-also a-number of- people-
who do not realise, or appreciate, the
danger from ordinary fires that are lighted
for the purpose of, perhaps, boiling a billy.
The bush fire brigades and those connected
with the land know very well what the pur-
pose of the Bill is. They know reasonably
well what is contained in the old Act be-
cause each and every one of them is defi-
nitely interested in fires, their control and
use, and are fully seized with the dangers
of their spreading.

The other people to whom I have re-
ferred do not have the same appreciation
of the position and it Is possible that they
may be responsible for the destruction of
a considerable number of stock, for the
damage to paddocks and fencing and so
on. It does not have the same personal
appeal to those people as it does to a man
who has known and felt the ravages of a
fire. While those people are provided for.
and provided for very stringently in this
Bill, if it becomes an Act, it is necessary
that they should know what the inten-
tions of the measure are. As with all Acts,
a few know them and a great majority
do not.

Sitting suspended fram 6.15 to 7.30 p.mn.

Ron. C. H, HENNING: If a man, after
taking all the precautions that are pre-
scribed is to be held liable, then I1 consider
that the same conditions should apply to
the railways and to other Government in-
strumentalities. Anyone living adjacent
to a railway line has seen the sparks belch-
ing from locomotives and on a hot night,
particularly when a land wind is blowing,
has realised what havoc can be caused by
those sparks.

There are certain provisions in. the Bill
which I should like the Minister to explain
when he replies to the second reading de-
bate. This is a Bill for a bush fires Act,
and yet there is no definition of a bush
fire. "Bush" is defined as including trees,
plants, stubble, scrub, and undergrowth of
all kinds whatsoever. A little later in the
definition clause, "stubble" is defined as
including stubble, bay; Straw, grass, herb-
age, and all other vegetation. We get all
different types of fires, and I believe that
what would be satisfactory to control stub-
ble, would not be satisfactory to control
bush.

The Bill provides for a firebreak of
l0ft. If one were burning grass or stubble,
there would be very little chance, pro-
vided the fire was attended, of its getting
over a reasonable break of loft., but in the
case of bush-and by this I mean the
natural bush-a break of loft. would be
useless. I have seen a forest fire between
Dwellingup and Nanga Brook cross 14
miles. In the Bill, no provision is made
for a case like that, other than a small
break plus the natural precautions re-
quired and the approval necessary before
lighting a fire.
-On-page- 22- of-the-BiR7 provision-Is-made- - -
f or the precautions to be taken when light-
ing a fire for camping or cooking. Any-
one who has travelled along the roads has
seen employees of the State Electricity
Commission, the Postmaster General's
Department and the Railway Department
light fires for cooking. They light at least
three fires a day-one for morning tea.
one for lunch and one for afternoon tea.
is a special man to be provided by the
department concerned to clear a loft. radius
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around the fire and to put the fire out
afterwards? If a fire lighted in such cir-
cunstances gets away, who will be re-
sponsible-the man who lights it, as an
employee of a Government instrumentality,
or the Government, or are all these people
to be absolved entirely from any blame?

In these cases, there is no provision in
the Bill for penalties similar to those pro-
vided for the landholder. Yet there is a
provision that a road board employee Is
liable. That being so, why should there be
no penalty for full-time Government em-
ployees?

A very tough provision appears on page
26 of the Bill. It states--

(1) (a) Where a bush fire is burning
on any land-

(i) at any time in any year
during the restricted
burning times;

(ii) during the prohibited
burning times: and

(III) the bush fire is not part
of the burning opera-
tions being carried on
upon the land in ac-
cordance with the pro-

* visions of this Act-
the occupier of the land shall
forthwith, upon becoming aware
of the bush fire, whether he has
lit or caused the same to be lit or
not, take all possible measures at
his own expense to extinguish the
fire;

There is a railway running through my
property and it is a common experience to
have half-a-dozen or more small fires
caused during the year. but on only
one occasion have I received any as-
sistance from a railway gang to put
out the fires. If a landholder has to
call In the services of a bush tire
brigade, is he liable for payment for
the services of the brigade or not? I hope
that the Minister will be able to answer
that question, because the penalty is a
minimum of £5 and a maximum of £100.
The natural course to adopt is one of self
preservation, and people do endeavour to
help.

There is a provision on page 28, carried
forward from the old measure, prohibiting
a person, in connection with a gun, rifle,
pistol or other firearm, carrying or using
any wadding made of paper, cotton, linen
or other ignitable substance between the
1st October and the 30th April. Of course,
that sounds very well, but practically, every
cartridge contains cardboard which is a
paper material and inflammable.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham, What about
the wad?

Hon. C. H. HENNING: The wad holding
the shot is of paper. The shooting season
is declared officially opened by the Gov-
errnent about the 23rd December and yet

every man that goes out shooting uses
cartridges that contravene this measure. I
have even seen Ministers of the Crown out
shooting. What chance have we of get-
ting people to respect the law when that
sort of thing happens? We have rifle
shooting and behind the .303 bullet is a
small wad. The police also have occasion
to use firearms when they go out on cer-
tain jobs and they are acting in contraven-
tion of the law. I have a utility and if I
go out with a gun and cartridges, I con-
travene the law. I hope the Minister will
tell us a little more about that provision
because it seems to me to be absolutely
absurd. While I appreciate the danger.
I cannot see the use of having a provision
if it is impossible to police it.

Another provision deals with smoking.
A person shall not at any time smoke a
pipe, cigarette or other material or subs-
tance with 20 yards of a stable, rick stack
or field of hay, corn, straw, stubble, or
other inflammable vegetable produce un-
less the place where he is smoking is within
a town, or is upon a public road or high-
way, or the pipe is properly and securely
covered. That might be all right in a
town, but what about a country road?
I could stand against a fence and smoke
as long as I liked, even if I were standing
amongst grass that had not been eaten
down. The farmer might be standing on
the other side of the fence; I could smoke,
but he could not. How many Government
officers would cut out smoking while in
the country? This provision applies to
everyone, It is absolutely absurd and will
never be enforced. Why make a joke of
things by going ahead with this legisla-
tion?

Another matter dealt with in the Bill
is the responsibility for clearing a fence
line. The Bill states that, if there is a
dividing fence and an owner clears on one
side and the owner on the other side does
not clear, in the event of the fence get-
ting burnt, the man who does not clear is
responsible. That is quite all right. In
the irrigation areas, there are fences to
protect the drains and every year em-
ployees of the Public Works Department
go along and clean the drains. Invari-
ably they throw the material up against the
fence, and then about this time of the year
go along and burn it. Do they let ad-
joining holders know of the burning? No.
Such matters do not show co-operation on
the part of the Government and its em-
ployees. In certain cases, if not in every
case, I consider that some attempt
should be made to bring Government
employees to share a reasonable amount
of the responsibility. As I said be-
fore. local authorities are to be held
liable. The provision states that nothing
in this subsection operates so as to relieve
a local authority from liability for dam-
age resulting fromn a bushfire caused by or
due to the negligence of an officer, servant
or workman employed by the local
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authority. I believe that If everyone con-
cerned had been responsible up to a point
for his own actions we would have avoided
a number of the fires that have occurred
in the last few years. I have not dealt
with those portions of the measure that
Will be covered by amendments appearing
on the notice paper at present. Like other
speakers, I believe that this is, in the
main, a Bill to be dealt with in Commit-
tee. I support the second reading.

HON. A. &. JONES (Midland) [7.461:
I rise, Mr. President, to support the Bill
and to commend the Minister for having
brought it before the House. At present
we have an Act under which we have
been compelled to work for a number of
years. During that time a number of
amendments have been made to it and
the present measure is an effort to con-
solidate the Act and bring it up to date.
With other members who have examined
the Bill fairly thoroughly, I agree that we
must be careful in dealing with certain
of the clauses contained in it. I agree,
also, that we do not want to end up with a
farcical Bill when we have finished our
deliberations on the measure.

There are two points with which I wish
to deal and I think it is important that
they be given serious consideration be-
cause, if the Bill becomes law in its pres-
ent form, it will cut across certain prin-
ciples that have existed for a number of
years. I desire first to mention certain
habits that have grown up in the hills
area, among the orchards and small farm-
ing proper-ties, over the years. In places
such as Kalamnunda and the surrounding
area many retired people live on small
holdings and it has been the practice for
them to club together at this time of
the year, as neighbours, and burn breaks
around their properties, or burn off the
grass on their properties, so as to protect
them in the event of a fire occurring In
the area.-

Up till now that work has been carried
out in a good spirit and with no danger
whatever to the public, because these are
responsible people who know what they
are doing and realise what it will mean
in the event of an outbreak of fire. They
know that in such circumstances it would
prevent the whole countryside being swept
by fire. If the Bill became an Act in its
presenat form restrictions would be im-

10 the peoph e 5 ttCw ld
niot be game even to attempt to burn the
breaks I have mentioned. The Bill pro-
vides that a loft. firebreak shall be
cleared around each property. It is easy
to see that if we compel a person to clear
a loft, break around a one-acre property
it will be quite an expensive proposition.
Clearing the grass away at this time of the
year would involve a great deal of labour
and, in the ease of a retired person, pos-
sibly a pensioner who might not be able

to do the work himself, it might cost any-
thing from £10 to £20, and I1 am sure mem-
bers would wish to avoid that.

In the country areas of this State-I
refer particularly to the farming areas
because I know the conditions that exist
there and realise that they are totally
different from those obtaining in the
South-West and portions of the Great
Southern-a fine spirit prevails at the
present time. Most members of the farm-
ing community are well equipped with fire-
fighting gear and when smoke appears,
even up to 30 miles away, it is considered to
be everybody's fire and all concerned down
their tools and go to fight it. Quite often
when they are perhaps only 10 miles along
the road towards the fire they meet some-
one who tells them that it has already been
put out or has been brought under control,
due to the good and ready response of
those adjacent to the outbreak. That is the
spirit that has grown up in the fanning
community and it is one that I hope will
never die out. If the BIll became law
In its present form some of its provisions
would kill that spirit and so, when we are
dealing with the measure in Committee, I
propose to move certain amendments.

I will content myself with commending
the Minister for having brought the meas-
ure down, and I hope that when we are
dealing with it in Committee we will be
able to hammer It into shape so that it will
be a constructive measure such as will
stand the test of time over many years. I
have pleasure in -supporting the second
reading.

On motion by Hon. L. A. Logan, debate
adjourned.

BILL-WORKERS' COMPENSATION
ACT AMENDMENT.

Second Reading.

THE CHIEF SECRETARY (Hon. G.
Fraser-West) [7.511 in moving the second
reading said: This Bill is one of the really
important measures of the session and is
one of our old friends, also.

Hon. H. Heamn: one of our hardy an-
nuals.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Yes, because
we have not been able to get for the workers
of this State all we would like for them.

Ron. N. R. Baxter: The sun, moon and
stars.

- The CHIEF- SECRETARtY- -NbjWe t-atiV -
only a fair deal for them, as I think the
hon. member will agree when I have intro-
duiced the Bill. I deem this measure so
important that I have prepared a state-
ment and I ask members to be patient
while I read it to the House. My reason
for having prepared a statement is that
the measure contains a considerable num-
ber of amendments and I thought that in
this way I would be less likely to miss any
of the important points.
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This Bill is a further effort to provide
adequate security for workers injured
during the course of their employment, and
for their dependants. The proposals in
the measure are much the same as were
included in the Bill of last session, which
was amended in Committee and in confer-
ence. Briefly the Bill provides for in-
creases in the benefits Paid to injured
workers; the payment of the increased
benefits to workers receiving, or, entitled to
receive, weekly payments at the time of
the amendment, if agreed to, comes into
operation; payment of benefits to depend-
ants living overseas when the worker is
totally or partly incapazitated; and com-
pensation for workers injured or killed
while travelling to and from work.

Taking the amendments In the order in
which they appear in the Bill, the first
proposal is similar to one which the con-
ference agreed to delete from last year's
Bill. At present the principal Act provides
that any worker, who, on or after the 8th
April, 1949, was receiving weekly com-
pensation payments, or became entitled
to weekly payments for an injury which
occurred prior to that date, should receive
the increase in benefits agreed to by Parlia-
ment in 1948. The 8th April, 1949,
was selected as this was the date on which
the 1948 amendments were proclaimed. No
increase could be made to payments ac-
tually received by the worker prior to the
8th April, 1949.

The proposal in the Bill is to repeal this
provision and to replace it with one speci-
fying that whenever the Act is amended
to provide for increased benefits, the In-
creases will apply to payments made sub-
sequently for injuries received prior to the
date of increase. Opponents of this pro-
posal have advanced the opinion that the
amount of benefit should be determined
by the rate in operation at the time of the
injury. The Government cannot agree
with this. It certainly has no application
in a common law claim. I consider it to
be grossly unjust that a worker who suffers
a recurrence of an injury received several
years previously should have to receive only
the weekly payments prevailing at the time
of the original injury. In some such cases
the worker would receive a sum totally in-
adequate to maintain his dependants and
himself during the period of treatment of
his injury. If the proposal In the Bill is
agreed to, there would be no retrospective
application where a claim had been Paid
by lump sum, or a lump sum settlement
had been made, prior to the proposed in-
creases coming into operation.

I do not think workers' compensation
cases should be treated differently from
traffic accident cases. Even if a traffic
accident had occurred a few years pre-
viously, the court would assess damages on
current money values. It is a fact that
same cases handled by the Motor Vehicle
Trust have not been finalised by the court
for three or four years after the accidents

occurred. Subsection (5) of Section 6 of
the principal Act provides that where a
worker dies as a result of an injury com-
pensation shall be paid to his dependants
living in another country, provided recip-
rocal provisions exist in that country. The
Bill seeks to extend a similar provision to
the overseas dependants of workers who
become temporarily or permanently in-
capacitated following injury. There seems
little reason to reserve benefits to depend-
ants of deceased workers, and deny them
to the families of injured employees.

The definition in the principal Act of
the term "dependants,' provides, among
other things, that the overseas families of
workers who have been resident In this
State for more than five years, cannot be
classed as dependants for compensation
purposes. There may be occasions when
this sweeping provision would result in in-
justice, and, therefore, the Bill provides
that by Order-in-Council, wherever con-
sidered advisable, benefits may be paid
to the overseas dependants of workers who
have been in Western Australia for over
five years.

An amendment, which Is considered
necessary, is included to extend the bene-
fits of the Act to persons earning up to
£2,000 a year. At present the definition of
"worker" In the parent Act applies to per-
sons in receipt of an annual income of not
more than £1,250, exclusive of overtime.
This limit is the lowest in Australia. mhe
only State with a somewhat similar maxi-
mum is Tasmania, where it is £1,300. These
limits compare unfavourably with South
Australia, £ 1,715. New South Wales and
Victoria, £2,000, and Queensland, which
since the 1st July, 1952, has had no limit.
in view of these figures an increase to
£2,000 in Western Australia is, I feel, a
reasonable proposition.

The proposal to extend benefits to
workers injured while travelling from home
to work, and from work to home, is an
old friend, or enemy, depending on the
point of view. It was first contained in a
Bill introduced in 1948 by the McLarty-
Watts Government, because of promises
made on the hustings, and it has been
debated in Parliament on several occasions
since. A similar provision has existed for
many years in New -South Wales and
Queensland, and was recently agreed to
by the Victorian Parliament. The addi-
tional charge to industry would be neg-
ligible. I am informed by the manager
of the State Government Insurance Office
that it would not exceed 5 per cent.

Hon. H. K. Watson: Was that before
or after the recent Privy Council decision
on the Victorian Act?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: That is right
up to date. That is the opinion of the
manager of the State Insurance Office-
that It would not exceed five per cent.
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The remaining amendments are designed
to extend to Western Australian workers
the benefits that are enjoyed by their
colleagues in the other States. It was once
our proud boast that Western Australia
led Australia in its treatment of injured
workers. That was true and we used
proudly to point to our workers' com-
pensation legislation, but we do not do
that today. The situation is now reversed,
and 1 would earnestly ask this House to
agree to these proposed increases. It is
a- fact that Western Australian workers

are considerably worse off, so far as com-
pensation is concerned, than those in the
other States.

The figures I now propose to quote will
substantiate this assertion and I would
like members to take particular note of
them.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: We are
listening very carefully.

The CHIEF SECRETARY; The figures
are as follows.,-

N.8.W, Victoria. Queensland, Socuth Australia Tasmania. AOWetern

Compensation to Injured No Limnit 2,800 2 ,800 2,250 2,340. but In 2,100
workers (Maximnum) special cases

Judge ay
Inrae to

Dependent& Allowance 2,500 2,240 2,500 2,000 2,240 1,800
(Maximum)

Dependents Allowance 1,000 NUl 2,500 for total 500 Nol 800
(Mdinimum) dependlaucy

Children under 18 years 100 80 765 75 80 0
Weekly Paymnents with £12 16s. or £12 10s. or Average weekly £12 oraverage £1 1 58. or av- £10 or average

Dependents a v e r a g e a v era ge eanings weekly earn- crap weekly weekly ean-
weekly ean weekly earn- lngs which- 0 a1 n an ag a tugs whaich-

in y whch h whh ever Is the whichever Is evrI th
ever Is the ever Is the lower lower lower
lower lower

Without Dependants 9 810lea . £8 10s. or av- £8 lB. Auto- £8 l6s. or 76 £0 or averege £S or average
erags w~eekly matically ad- per cent. of weekly earn- weekly earn-
earnings ' ja med by average Ings which- Lugs which-
whichever is baic wage weekly earn- ever is the ever Is the
is the lower fluctuations ings which- lower lower

ever Is the
lower

Weekly Allowaucs to £2 l~s. £28s Sn . 2 lfs . £2. ......... £12 5s. £ El 1s.
Wife

Weekly Allowance for £.......ie.....15S........ .lb .... ..... £1 2s........128. d.
Children under 16
years ______ ______ ____________

This House has taken the stand that
industry cannot afford to meet the extra
cost of increased benefits. However, the
undeniable fact that industry in other
States has not been in any way embar--
rassed by the increased cost caused by the
additional benefits provided in those
States, makes it difficult to substantiate
the opposition that has been expressed
here. The manager of the State Govern-
menit Insurance Office has indicated to me
that the additional cost would approxi-
mate 221 per cent.

Hon. C.-1H. Simpson: Is that in addition
to the five per cent. that you quoted
earlier?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: No, that is
the whole.

-Hor-H reallFThlsst tfl fimtimmrif-
has ever been admitted that it Will cost
more.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I would not
be so foolish as to say that we could
grant increased benefits without increased
costs. I quite anticipate that different
figures may be furnished by members op-
posing the proposal, but I would like to
point out that, In the past, estimates pro-
vided by the State Insurance Office have

on actual experience proved to be correct.
However, whatever the additional cost
might be that industry would have to bear,
I submit that workers in this State should
be in a no worse position than those else-
where in Australia.

So far as the worker himself is con-
cerned it makes very little difference to
him whether he becomes incapacitated as
the result of an accident arising out of or in
the course of his employment, or as the
result of a road accident through a negli-
gent motor-vehicle driver. In both cases
the result is the same so far as incapacity
is concerned. A very recent judgment of
the Supreme Court gave a claimant gen-
eral damages amounting to £2,250 for the
partial loss of use of a leg and, in addi-
tionAhe-clalmant received-full-wages-f0r-
the period of his incapacity, whfle the
whole of his medical and hospital accounts
were paid by the insurer; in that case the
Motor Vehicle Trust.

Compared with what an injured worker
would receive in such circumstances the
amounts provided in this Bill to com-
pensate him for injury arising out of his
employment are, to my mind, -totally in-
adequate. As a matter of fact, If negli-
gence could be proved against the employer,
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the worker would receive his full entitle-
ment at common law and would suffer no
loss in wages or be required to pay any
portion of his hospital and medical ex-
penses, and would, in addition, receive a
very substantial amount by way of general
damages.

I would again stress that, so far as in-
capacity is concerned, it makes no differ-
ence to the worker whether his injury is
due to the negligence of the employer, or
merely to some accident where no negli-
gence can be proved.

Members will recollect that last year the
amount payable under the First Schedule
for permanent total incapacity was in-
creased from £1,750 to £2,100, although the
Government desired this increase to be
to £2,800, which would have placed workers
in this State more on a par with their co-
workers elsewhere in Australia. In addi-
tion, the Government's proposals to in-
crease proportionately the payments un-
der the Second Schedule-including the
lump sum payment under that schedule-
were unsuccessful.

The Bill provides for a maximum bene-
fit of £2,800 for permanent and totally
incapacitated workers, and provides for
proportional increases of Second Schedule
payments. It is proposed to increase the
amount payable to the widow on the death
of a worker, from £1,800 to £2,500, and
the allowance for dependent children,
where death results from injury, from £60
to £75. A further provision seeks to in-
crease the percentage of average weekly
earnings payable from 66j per vent. to 715
per cent.

With regard to the amount of weekly
payments, the present figures are £8 a
week maximum for a worker without de-
pendants and £10 for a worker with de-
pendants. The Bill provides for £9 and
£12 165. respectively. It proposes also
that where a worker is in receipt of
weekly payments, the present figure of
12s. Gd. for a dependent child shall be in-
creased to 16s. and far a dependent wife
from £l16ls. to £2 10s. a week; but the
maximum will be £12 16s. per week for a
worker with dependants. It is further
provided that the allowance to an in-
jured worker for travelling for medical
treatment shall be increased from 1s. 6d.
per day to £1, with the maximum amount
payable increased from £4 16s. per week to
£6 per week.

There is Justification for these improve-
ments. In Queensland the total amount
Payable was increased, as from the 10th
May last, from £1,750 to £2,800. In New
South Wales there is no limit. In Vic-
toria the amount is £2,800; in Tasmania,
it is £2,340 and, in special cases, the judge
may award a sum up to £4,500.

The remainder of my notes deals with
the amounts that are paid in other States,
but I have already referred to them. Al-
though it is hard for members to follow

figures when they are read out, they will
have an opportunity to study them when
they appear in tabulated form in "Han-
sard."

I would ask members not to oppose*
this Bill from the point of view that it
will increase the costs in industry, but
to consider the measure from the point
of view of what is justice to the workers
of this State. Let members consider what
is paid in compensation to workers in
other States. If they do that, I have
no doubt that the benefits payable in
this State will be increased to bring them
into Line with those paid in other States.
I have already stated that many years
ago we used to point proudly to our
workers' compensation legislation as being
a model for the rest of Australia. I can
remember when the total amount payable
for medical and hospital expenses was £1.
That provision operated until about 1925.
Today the amount has been increased con-
siderably and the worker receives more
justice in that regard.

I admit quite freely that, down through
the years, when submitting amendments
to this legislation, there have been in-
creases granted by Governments of vary-
ing complexions, but unfortunately the
increases that have been granted have
not kept pace with the amounts
paid to workers in other parts of
Australia. All I ask is that the
workers in this State be given what
has been deemed Justice to workers, not
by one Parliament in other States, but
by every Parliament.

If members will compare the figures I
have quoted, they will realise that West-
ern Australia is far behind in the
allowances granted to workers. I know
that some members will say that industry
cannot afford these extra imposts, but
that is an objection that has always been
raised when amendments to this legisla-
tion have been introduced. Nevertheless,
when increases have been ranted, in-
dustry has never had any difficulty in
paying them.

Hon, C. H. Simpson: Do not you think
it will have an impact on primary pro-
duction and on goldmining?

The CHIEF SEOEnARY: I suppose
any increase would have an impact on
some industries, but is that any reason
why a worker should be denied justice in
regard to compensation payments? Does
not the hon. member think that a worker
should receive justice when he is injured
during the course of his employment?

Hon. C. H. Simpson: It is a question of
whether those industries have the capacity
to bear the load when they cannot pass
on the extra cost.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: The hon.
member has raised that question every
time an increase in workers' compensation
payments is sought. However, can he
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point to any industry that has been closed
because Justice has been granted to
workers in industry?

Hon. C. H. Simpson: Increased costs
have contributed.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Everything
else has increased in price, and because of
that the workers want an increase in their
benefits. This is a just claim on industry.
In past years when workers' compensation
legislation was introduced, some States
were always lagging behind this State in
regard to benefits, but the position at
present is reversed. Western Australia is
today lagging behind every other State of
Australia in every department of com-
pensation payable under workers' compen-
sation. For this reason, the Bill has been
introduced in full anticipation that, after
the debate has ended and the Committee
stage has passed, the amounts payable
under it will compare favourably with
those paid in other States. I hope that
members, when discussing this Bill, will
bear in . mind the need for Justice to
workers. If that is done, I have no doubt
that the Hill will go on the statute book
to mete out justice to the workers, though
we may not all be entirely proud of it.
I move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

On motion by Hon. IH. Hearn, debate
adjourned.

BILL-RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES.
Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the 13th October.

HON. J. G. HISLOr (Metropolitan
[8.161: The increase in the range of scien-
tific knowledge applying to radioactive
substances and their relationship to human
beings makes this Bill a necessity. I would
like the Minister In charge to answer this
question briefly: Are the provisions of this
Bill common to all States, or is this a
Bill designed in Western Australia? I can
hardly believe that a measure worded as
is this one, is the considered opinion of
the commonwealth Government. and is
to be binding on all States. If it is a
Bill designed for this State under the
powers possessed by the State, as against
the lack of powers possessed by the Com-
monwealth Government in the interstate

-use of radioactive substances, -then-we-are-
at liberty to amend the Bill considerably.
If this Bill bas been drafted by the Com-
monwealth Government and is to be ac-
cepted by all States, then it may not be
possible to amend it as severely as we
would like..

An extraordinary feature about the
measure is in relation to the powers of an
inspector, whose qualifications for a post
requiring such deep scientific knowledge
are not set out. The 'first mention of an

inspector appears in Clause 9. 'The extra-
ordinary thing is that this person, who is
not required to possess any qualification,
has the delightful authority to take a
member of the council with him on in-
spections. It is not a question of the
council telling the inspector that certain
members of the board should accompany
him, but the reverse.

Hon, C. H. Simpson: Or take any other
person with him.

Eon. J. 0. HISLOF: He can take any
other person with him; if he chooses, he
can take a member of the council. This
is a Gilbertian state of affairs. The whole
clause must be amended to vest the auth-
ority in the council and not in the in-
spector. The clause should be reconsidered
and reworded by the Government so that
the authority is placed in the hands of the
council. This inspector should possess
scientific knowledge and training. I con-
aider that, after the word "inspector" in
that clause, the qualifications for the post
should be included. He may be defined as
a person with electro-mechanical training,
or a physicist. This clause should read as
follows:-

The council may depute its powers
to a physicist or an electro-mnechanic
engineer to carry out its work of in-
spection.

The man who is a physicist may not be
qualified to do the electro inspection, and
vice versa. It looks as if the Inspector
must obviously be a man with dual quali-
fications of a scientific nature.

In Clause 11 (2) there is a curiously-
worded paragraph which says that no per-
son shall administer any radioactive sub-
stance by way of treatment of a human
being, unless he is a medical practitioner
or dentist holding a licence for the tine
being in force under this Act, authorising
him to do so, or is acting under the super-
vision or instructions of a medical practi-
tioner or dentist who is so licensed. I can-
not conceive at the moment, but perhaps
in years to come, of a dentist who is re-
quired to use any radioactive substance in
the treatment of his patients. I would be
inclined to remove the dentist from this
paragraph because radioactive substances
are very dangerous. I do not believe that
a dentist has enough knowledge in his
basic training to deal with the results of
radioactive therapeutic substances upon the
human-eing, -ie--is -not -- rainedln-aed
m5atlogy or radioactive substances in
so far as they relate to the blood and the
bone marrow of a human being.

Hon. L. Craig: This may apply in future
years.

Hon. J. 0. HISLOP: That will be a long
way off. When the time arrives, the den-
tist can be included, if necessary. The
latter part of Clause 11 (2) says that a
medical practitioner who is so licensed
may sign a Prescription requiring the sale
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of any radioactive substance to a person
for the purpose of Its being used f or the
treatment of a human being. I do not
think that the handling of radioactive
substances in the treatment of human
beings should go out of the hands of the
medical practitioner. I do not think that
he should be given the right to sign a
prescription calling for someone else to use
such a substance.

Hon. L. Craig: Will the medical practi-
tioner be the only one to use it?

Hon. J. 0. HISLOP: He is the only one,
because it is only the medical profession
which uses radioactive substances on
human beings. Today, radioactive iodine
is used in the assessment of thyroid
diseases and their treatment. Radioactive
phosphorus is used for the treatment of
blood disorders, such as polycythaemia, one
of the rarer diseases. It may be quite
likely that in a short time this substance
will be used in the treatment of leukaemia,
cases of which have been frequently re-
ported in the newspapers recently. If the
medical practitioner cannot use such a
substance, then he should not be able to
sign a certificate for someone else to use
it. The only people using radioactive sub-
stances today are radiologists and physi-
cians. Those two are called in when the
need for treatment by radioactive sub-
stances arises.

Hon. L. Craig: These substances are not
manufactured in a saleable form?

H-on. J. G. HISLOP: They are not. There
is a committee which controls their sale
at the moment. The committee is ap-
pointed by the Commonwealth Depart-
ment under Dr. Eddy, who is shortly to
start a branch of the Commonwealth de-
partment in this State.

Hon. L. Craig: Does the clause refer
to the Flying Doctor and the pedal wireless
set which he uses in giving instructions on
the use of drugs and therapeutic sub-
stances?

Hon. J. 0, HISLOP: There is no Possi-
bility of his making use of pedal wireless
to give Instructions on the use of radio-
active substances.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: He would not
-use radium in isolated places.

Hon. J. G. HISLOP: He could not pos-
.sibly use it because the container of radio-
active substances must be de-radioacti-
'vated.

Hon. L. Craig: Are these substances put
up in saleable form?

H-on. J. 0. HISLOP: No. Recently when
I wanted some radioactive phosphorus for
a patient I had to apply for it through the
radiologist who is a member of the Isotopes
Committee. The application had to be
referred to Canberra and the substance
was sent from Harwell in England to Can-
berra, -and from there it was distributed.

Hon. L. Craig: Did that substance come
in special containers?

Hon. J. 0. HISLOP: Yes, and the care
and destruction of those containers is
something for which this committee lays
down conditions.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: What qualifi-
cations must the inspector possess?

Hon. J. 0. HISLOP: According to the
Bill, none. That is the most dangerous
aspect and the whole clause must be al-
tered radically. The qualifications of the
inspector should be properly delineated in
the clause, and the power of the inspector
should come from the council. The inspec-
tor should have no right of his own to take
any person he likes to inspect various
plants. That Is one of the difficulties of
Clause 1.1. There is another difficult para-
graph in Clause 17 which deals with regu-
lations. I draw attention to paragraph (g)
which say--

prescribing the purposes for which any
radioactive substance or irradiating
apparatus may be used.

That is not the function of the committee
at all but a function of the medical pro-
fession or a special committee of the pro-
fession. The only power to be given to the
proposed committee should be to see that
radioactive substances are handled in such
a manner that they will not be a danger
to the community or to the persons using
them.

Hon. L. Craig: Who prepared this Bill?
Hon. J. 0. HISLOP: I have asked that

question. The Bill contains many diff-
culties. In this and every other State there
is an isotopes committee which consists of
a physician, a bacteriologist, a physicist and
a member of the Health Department.
Recently the committee in this State co-
opted Dr. Saint of the Medical Research
Council. Those are the persons who con-
trol the actual usage of radioactive sub-
stances in the State. They are the ones
who will allow something to be done in the
way of an extension of the work into vari-
ous other illnesses. They keep in touch
with each committee in Australia and with
the knowledge that is gained in every
centre of the world. The knowledge comes
from such places as Harwell, in London,
and the various States of America where
the work is done.

Is the Isotopes Committee, which was
established in this State by the Common-
wealth Government, to be subservient to
the committee under this measure on which
there does not appear to be a member of
the practising profession? I am sorry: I
see that there will be one member of the
medical profession on it--a radiologist. It
must not be forgotten, however, that a
radiologist is not In touch with the care
of the patient as is the physician. On the
Isotopes Committee there are two physi-
cians and a, radiologist, whereas on this
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committee, which is purely to control the The Minister far the North-West: Den:-
care of these substances, there is one tists handle it, do they not?
radiologist and one member of the prae-
Uising profession. The Isotopes Committee Hon. J. G. ISLOP: No.
is a Commonwealth-appointed committee. The Minister for the North-West: Who
Is this a Commonwealth or a State Bill? takes the i-rays?

The Chief Secretary: A Commonwealth Hn .G ILP hyhnl h
3111.apparatus but not the therapeutic sub-

Hon. J. 0. HISLOP: Does the Minister stance.
mean to tell me that every State in Aus- The Minister for the North-West:, This
tralia will accept the Bill? provision relates to the apparatus.

The Chief Secretary: It is hoped so. Hon. J. G. HISLOP: It refers to the

Hon. J. G. HISLOP: I hope not. therapeutic substance, not the apparatus.
A chiropractor uses irradiating apparatus.

The Minister for the North-West: It is as do dentists and radiologists, but
based on model regulations. they do not administer radio-therapeutic

Hon. J. 0. HISLOP: If this is a model, It substances. Under the Dental Act a
has on a pretty long skirt. It is old dentist would not be allowed to prescribe
fashioned and out of date. such things. When that Act came before

us on the last occasion we discussed the
The Minister for the North-West: It has question of limiting the dentists to the

not even been Introduced yet. It is not prescribing of certain drugs. What the
out of date, committee may do is prescribed in para-

Hon. J. G. HISLOP: Before the commit- graph (c) of the regulations. That is its
tee has commenced, it is out of date. The real business The regulations down to
Bill needs a complete redrafting. Prom (f) are sound, but in (g) the powers are
what I can see of it, it is hopeless. One exceeded. I also wonder just what is
must sympathise with the intention of the meant by regulation (i). 1 can see what
Bill, but one can only conjecture about the is; intended because it states--
functioning of the measure as It is drafted. prohibiting or restricting the use of
I suggest very seriously to the Chief Sec- any specified type of irradiating ap-
retary that he recast Clause 9 and give the paratus.
power to the council and not to the in- Today I was talking to a radiologist and
spector. I also ask him to look at Sub- he mentioned the use of the x-ray
clause (2) of Clause 11. it is necessary machines in shoe stores. If anyone, es-
that only a medical practitioner shall be pecially a child, puts his feet under such
responsible for the handling of this thing, a machine once, there will be no effect,
and that he shall not deputise his authority, but if the mother takes the child to a
I do not want to see this deputised to a dozen shoe stores and each one puts the
nurse and then the nurse blamed after- child's feet under an x-ray screen, then
wards; because that is more or less what the dose could easily be excessive. It is
is provided here. interesting to note that in some States

The Chief Secretary: When introducing the use of these machines has been pro-
the Bill I said that the commonwealth hibited. This is what is meant by the
Government requested that legislation regulation, but it does go a long way
based on a model Act supplied by the Corn- towards giving these people the right to
monwealth, should be introduced in each restrict the use of any type of irradiating
State. apparatus. if the apparatus is sound,

Hon 3.0. ISLP:Letus avea ook they should not have the right to restrict
at the model Act, because what is based isue
on a model Act may not be a model. Can For a committee that is not actually
the Minister produce the model Act so versed in the treatment and care of the
that we can see it? human being by these methods to have

this right of restriction is not sound in
The Chief Secretary: I will try to do so principle. If restrictions had been im-

before we get to the Committee stage. posed on the rest of the world, there
Hon. J. 0. HISLOP: I take it that the would not have been mjuch..use..fonsradio--

-neasure-covers-rra-raPPFraytu-s, eEE~ eWtive subistfances. I -suggest that the
it deals with irradiating apparatus. The restrictive clauses should be very care-
committee should see that all this appara- fully looked at.
tus is safe, so far as the public is con- Hon. H. KC. Watson: Is Clause 12, in your
cerned, and that the methods of handling opinion, restrictive?
these radio-active substances are such
that they 'will not be a danger to those Hon. J. G. HISLOP: No. A chiroprac-
handling them or to the community in tor will not be affected. All he will be
general. The committee should stick to required to do-and it is sound that hie
doing these things and it should not have should be required to do it-is to receive
the right to prescribe the apparatus by a licence to use the apparatus, and that
which radioactive substances may be used. will mean that the council through its
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inspector will be able to see that the
machine is constantly in a sound condi-
tion.

Hon. E. M. Heenan: Are you satisfied
with the constitution of the council?

Ron. J. G. HISLOP;, If It is purely to
make regulations f or the safeguarding of
radioactive substances, yes, but not if
it is going to limit the profession in the
use of certain things. When the Chief
Secretary replies, and I know what the
Bill is intended to do, and how much al-
teration will take place in it, I shall know
how to vote, but at the present time,
whilst I realise that the intention of the
Bill is sound, its provisions are most un-
sound. Therefore I hesitate very much
before deciding which way I shall vote.

On motion by Hon. E. M. Heenan, debate
adjourned.

BILL-INDUSTRIAL ARBITRATION
ACT AMENDMENT.

Second Reading-Defeated.

Debate resumed from the 22nd Sep-
tember.

HON. L. A. LOGAN (Midland) [7.40):
This Bill, the debate on which has been
postponed for some considerable time in-
tends to change the word " may" to the
word "shall".

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: An instruc-
tion to the Arbitration Court.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Yes, in eff ect it is
an instruction to the Arbitration Court to
do certain things. I am inclined to think
that the Government shows irresponsibility
and lack of business acumen in endeavour-
Ing to do this, because it is providing that
the court shall do something irrespective
of the economic position that results. This
surely is showing irresponsibility and lack
of business acumen.

Hon. Sir Charles Lathamn: Why not
abolish the Arbitration Court and give the
Power to the Minister?

Hon. L, A. LOGAN: We have already
been told that wages were pegged and that
we should make the Arbitration Court do
certain things. Well, wages are not pegged.
The Arbitration Court can put them up
tomorrow if it wants to.

Hon. F. Rt. ff. Lavery: But it does not.
Hon. L. A. LOGAN: It has the right to

do it if it so desires.
Hon. H. K. Watson: Any employer can

put them up.
Ron. L. A. LOGAN: Yes, and many of

them have done so. Members must realise
that we have already seen what has hap-
pened to the wool market. Wool has
dropped from £100 per bale to £90 per bale.

Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: Today "The West
Australian" said it was £100 a bale, and
produced a picture to prove it.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: For every 1d. de-
crease in the lb. of wool, Western Auis-
tralia loses £520,000. Wool has already
dropped by 9d. to l0d. a lb., and the latest
information I have is that it will drop an-
other 10d. per lb. on a clean, scoured
basis, which Means another 7d. or 8d. a
lb. on the base figure.

Hon. Rt. F'. Hutchison: How does that
affect the Court's decision?

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Who is going to lose
it? The money that the woolgrower loses
is money that the worker will also lose be-
cause it will not be available for spending
and circulation. The sooner members.
realise that, the better off we will be. Al-
ready we will lose £3,500,000 as a result of
the smaller amount of money coming into
Western Australia on account of our wool.

The Minister for the North-West: Some
of it could be going overseas.

Hon. L.A. LOGAN: How?
The Minister for the North-West:, Not

all wool properties are owned in Western
Australia.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: The majority of
them are. The amount of wool money
that goes out of Western Australia would
not be large.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: There will be
over £10,000,000 worth of wheat that will
not be exported this year.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I was going to deal
with the wheat position when I had
finished with the wool. On Present figures,
we will be lucky to get 50 per cent. of our
normal wheat harvest. If we work that out
on the basis of 14s. per bushel, and then
take into account the loss on wool, we
might realise what is going to happen in
this State.

Hon. C. W, D. Barker: We will not be
getting a new car this year.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: The farmer, instead
of buying a Jaguar, will have to come down
to a Holden or something like that.

Hon. C. W. D. Barker: I would be satis-
fled with a Holden.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: A lot has been said
about the man on the basic wage. Some
members claim that he is receiving a rough
spin and that he is the person who should
be looked after. I find, on going through the
names of the employees who come under
the control of the Public Service Commis-
sioner, that not one of them Is on the basic
wage. The figures on the Goldflelds show
that only 3.7 per cent, of the employees
there receive the basic wage: the others
receive more than that. Also, do not let
us forget that the minimum wage on the
Goldfields is £14 a week.

Hon. F. Rt. H. Lavery: Their margins
are added to the basic wage and their wages
rise and f all with it.
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Eon. L. A. LOGAN: What the hon. mem-
ber is trying to point out is that the 97
Per cent, who are not on the basic wage
are on a margin.

Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: Our salaries rise
and fall with the basic wage, and you know
it.

I-on. L. A. LOGAN: Despite the fact
that we are told that the worker is losing
and that he is suffering, figures prove that
that is not the case. Let us have a look
at the deposits in the Commonwealth Sav-
ings Bank.

The Chief Secretary: You are a bit mixed
up, are you not?

Ron. L. A. LOGAN: No, but the Chief
Secretary has caught me on the hop.

lion. Sir Charles Latham: The Chief
Secretary should give notice to members
that he is going on with a Bill.

The Chief Secretary: It is on the notice
paper.I

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: But there
are a lot of others, too.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Over 12 months, the
Commonwealth Savings Bank deposits in
Western Australia rose from £49,000,000
to £52,600,000 and the number of accounts
increased from 416,751 to 422.480. In one
month, from May to June, 1954, deposits
increased by exactly E1.000,000.

H-on. C. W. D. Barker: That only goes
to show the loyalty of workers in this
country.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I have a cutting
from the "Daily News" which states that
there are new records in savings and that
the money is being saved each week by
employees in shops, factories and offices
in Western Australia. It also states that
savings under the national savings scheme
have reached an all-time record. That
items of news, plus the fact that savings
in the bank for one month rose by
£1,000,000. indicates just how badly off are
the Workers of this country.

I-on. R. F. Hutchison: We are talking
about the injustice being done to the
workers.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I cannot see any in-
justice being done to them.

Hon. R. F. Hutchison: This is an in-
justice.

-Honr.IrA7LOGAMYSo--fa- we have ri3V
said anything about the amount that the
worker spends each Saturday afternoon at
the s.p. shop.

Hon. fl. F. Hutchison: It is a wonder
you have not forgotten some of those argu-
ments by now.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: We do not have to
forget them because we know they are true.

Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: What about Pic-
ture shows and the cricket?

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Do not let us forget
that last year people in Australia spent
£102,000,000 on drink.

Hon. R. F. Hutchison: You do not sug-
gest that only the workers drink, do you?

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: And the
workers contribute £600 to £800 a week in
betting fines.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: A sum of £182,000,000
a Year is spent by the people of Australia
on liquor.

Hon. E. M. Davies: Surely you do not
want to penalise the basic wage worker.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I do not mind his
having a drink but when he starts to growl
and moan and, at the same time spends £3
to £4 a week on beer-

Hon. E M. Davies: What are you eoming
at? Lok at'some of your own class.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: They drink too.
Hon. E. M. Davies: How do you know

what the workers drink?
Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Because I see them.
Hon. J. J. Garrigan: Others drink, too.
Hon. R. F. Hutchison: The hon. member

does not see too much or too far.
Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I get around as much

as the hon. member, and I mix with more
people than she does. I see what goes on.

Hon. E. M. Davies: You probably mix
with the woolgrowers.

Hon. N. E. Baxter: You want to run a
hotel to see what they spend on liquor.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I go into hotels and
have a drink of beer; I am not ashamed
of it. The so-called worker spends just as
much money as anybody else, if not more,
on beer.

Hon. C. W. D. Barker: It would be a poor
thing if he could not have a glass of beer.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Today more people
than ever before are travelling and holiday-
ing and many of these people belong to the
class to which members have been re-
f erring.

Hon. R. F. Hutchison: Why should not
they have a holiday?

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I do not say that
they should not; they are entitled to it.
Good luck to them! But why say that
they are down-trodden?
-Hon.-R: PFR~utchisorn: We say tllatther -

are suffering an injustice.
I-on. L. A. LOGAN: Where is this in-

Justice? Today working-class people are
getting amenities that they could not
afford four or five years ago. They own
more motorcars, domestic appliances and
such conveniences than ever before. Where
is this injustice the hon. member talks
about?

Hon. R. F. Hutchison: They are suffer-
ing an injustice, but You cannot see it.
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Hon. C. H. Henning: A most vivid
imagination!

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: A question was
asked as to why the Government did not
Increase the wages of its employees.

Hon. F. It. H. Lavery: Because it told
the court that it would not receive the
sum required from the Grants Commission.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN:
said that it was not in
of the Government to
which would amount to

Mr. Chamberlain
the best interests
pay an increase
£750,000.

The Chief Secretary: If the increase
had been granted you would have growled
Just the same.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: The court, too.
thought that it was not in the best in-
terests of the worker to pay that increase.

The Chief Secretary: You growl because
the court did not grant the increase, and
you would have growled had the court
awarded it.

Hon. L. A. LO)GAN: I am prepared to
abide by the decision of the court and if
the court had granted it, I would have
accepted its decision. That is why we
have a court.

Hon. E. Mv. Davies: The arbitration
system bases the basic wage on the cost
of living.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Members of the
court have access to figures which we have
not. Up to the present time the court has
ranted every increase asked for by the

worker.
Hon. Sir Charles Latham: Plus pros-

perity loading, too.
Hon. L. A. LOGAN: This is the first

time, in the court's history, that it has
refused.

Hon. E. M. Davies: It is only 12 months.
Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Because the court

refused, its members are the worst people
In the world! It is the first time for 20
years that it has refused to grant an in-
crease.

Hon. E. M. Davies: I would not be too
sure of that, if I were you.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: It Is the first time
in 20 years.

Hon. E. Mv. Davies: Your memory is
failing.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Tell me the other
times.

Hon. E. M. Davies: I can tell you.
Hon. L. A. LOGAN: It was refused

throughout Australia, on the last occasion,
by Act of the Federal Parliament. That
was the only other time it has been refused.

The Chief Secretary: By the State
Parliament.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: But it was Com-
monwealth-wide.

The Chief Secretary: It is Just as well
to correct you and put you on the right.
track.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: The Commonwealth
asked that the action* be Commonwealth-
wide. Otherwise It would not be effective.
That is why I said It was a Commonwealth
decision. I do not see where any injustice
is being done to anybody.

Hon. C. W. D. Barker: You have never
had to live on the basic wage.

Hon. L. A. LOAN: I have lived on far
less than the basic wage.

Hon. E. M. Davies: So have a lot of
other people, but that does not mean to
say that they should have to live on it all
their lives.

Hon. L. A. LOG3AN: That is so.
Hon. N. E. Baxter: It is up to them.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: We hear a lot about
the margins ease and there is a claim that
margins should be increased. But has any
union gone to the court and asked, in a
Proper manner, for margins to be in-
creased? On every occasion unions have
gone to the court and asked for increases
in margins for all workers, even those on
the 2s. margin. That, of course, covers R'7
Per cent, of the workers in Australia. If
those unions had asked for an increase in
the scale - for the skilled worker,
they would have received it years
ago; so the unions can blame themselves.
I happen to know these things because I
mix with working men as much as I Mix
with anybody else.

Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: Do You mix with
the professional working man. too?

Hon.* L. A.' LOGAN: Of course I do;
that is part of my job.

Hon. F. fl. H. Lavery: Then do you
know that he is worse off than any of the
others?

Hon. L. A. 'LOGAN: I believe the white
collar worker, as we know him, is worse
Off today than any other Person in in-
dustry.

Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: He is.
Hon. C. W. D. Barker: You will lose a

lot of friends over this.
I-on. L.. A. LOGAN: I will not.
Hon. N. E. Baxter: They realise it is

not a necessity and they do not look for it.
Hon. C. W. D. Barker: The friend of the

worker!
Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Yes, I believe I am.
The Chief Secretary: Just as well you

believe It, because no one else does.
Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Had we agreed to

change the word "may" to "shall" in the
Arbitration Act on the last occasion, our
prices today would not have been stable,
but would have gone up and up.

Hon. R. F. Hutchison: They have not,
have they!
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Hon. L. A: LOGAN: No, nothing in this
State has gone up where wages have been
involved in its manufacture.

Hon. E. M. Davies: Wages have not gone
.up.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Nothing in this
State, which involves wages in its manu-
facture, has increased in price. The only
item that has gone up is rent, and wages
do not affect it.

The Chief Secretary: What about meat?
Hon. E. M. Davies: Wages do not affect

rent?
Hon. L. A. LOGAN: No.
Hon. E. M. Davies: You had better have

another look at that statement.
Hon. L. A. LOGAN: In what way do

they affect rent?
Hon. E. M. Davies: The worker has

never had a fair deal as far as rent is
concerned.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: But wages do not
affect rent. That is the answer to the
question.

Hon. E. M. Davies: You cannot get out
of it that way.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Yes. I can. If we
were dealing with a manufactured article,
such as a refrigerator, wages would affect
its cost. But wages do not affect the cost
of rent.

The Chief Secretary: Does it not cost
more to build a house today? Do not
wages affect that?

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: But that does not
come into it. The only houses in which
the rents have gone up and which are
affected by this legislation are the old
places built prior to 1939.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: It does not exist.
We have been able to hold prices in this
State, and our Arbitration Court is keeping
things level.

Hon. E. ML. Davies: It is all right to say
that now.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Does the hon. mem-
ber believe in arbitration?

Hon. E. M. Davies: Yes.
Hon. L,. A. LOGAN: So do 1.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I suggest to

the hon. member that he address the
Chair.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I also believe in
the Arbitration Court having the power
to do what it thinks is correct and that
it should not be dictated to by Parlia-
ment.

Hon. E. M. Davies: The Arbitration
Court gets its authority from Parliament.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: In the early part.
yes; Parliament gives it power to do cer-
tain things-to work out a basic wage
or declare a rise or fall as it thinks fit.

Hon. E. M. Davies: On a cost of living
basis.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Yes, on a formula
worked out.

Hon. C. W. D. Barker: What if it just
ignores it instructions?

Hon. L. A. LOGAN! I believe that the
Arbitration Court has been fair. It is
comprised of men who have been trained
for the job and they can do it better than
we can: yet we are trying to dictate to
them. That is what it amounts to: and
why should we set up an arbitration court
to do something and then dictate what It
shall do? I hope we do not get down to
that basis. I oppose the Bill.

The Chief Secretary: Do not wages come THE CHIEF SECRETARY (Hon. G.
into the maintenance of old houses? Fraser-West--in reply) [9.0): I have

been surprised and disappointed at the at-
Hon. L. A. LOGAN: But there has been titude taken by members during the course

no maintenance, or very little, on those of the debate. We have introduced this
houses. Do not let us forget, too, that the Bill in all good faith in order to rectify
people about whom the Chief Secretary an injustice that has been carried on over
is worrying are those who have had the the last 12 months. The attitude adopted
benefit of cheap rent for 10 years and by members impels me to make a compari-
now, because the rents are going up to the son with that of members who were here
same grade as the others, the Chief Sec- some years ago when questions like this
retary is growling about it. were debated. I fear the comparison is

Hon. E. M. Davies: The houses you are very unfavourable to the members who at
- talking-about-were-pad--for-years--ago. -Present-constltute -the-Opposition-in -this-

Chamber. It is unfavourable because they
Hon. L. A. LOGAN: May be, but that permit outside organisations to exercise

is no reason why the owners of such places over them a control that was not exercised
should not get fair rents today. As I said among the Opposition members of earlier
when speaking to the Prices Control Bill, days.
if this Government, as well as the pre-
vious one, had shown a little reality most
of those rents would have been included
in the basic wage figures today. Do not let
members talk about justice to the worker.

Hon. E. M. Davies: We are talking about
injustice.

Today we find that there has not been
one defection-not one member on the op-
posite side of this Chamber has recognised
the justice of this Bill. It takes my mind
back to the time when MY Party numbered
six in this Chamber, but we had members
Opposite who would not Permit themselves
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to be dictated to by some outside organisa-
tion, but were prepared to judge a Bill on
its merits.

Hon. N. E. Baxter: Whom do you suggest
is dictating to us today?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: There are
quite a number of organisations that have
cracked the whip.

Hon. N. E. Baxter: That Is a figment of
your imagination.

Hon. L. A. Logan: Prove it!
The CHIEF SECRETARY: Accordingly

we find that on a question like this they
are 100 per cent. solid. If members had
not been goaded into the attitude they are
taking I feel sure they would not have
been voting 100 per cent. one way.

Hon. L. A. Logan: You made the state-
ment, so prove it.

Hon. H. Hearn: Tell us about your
members.

The CHIEF SECREARY: Our members
are all right.

Hon. H. Hearn: Yes, they follow you.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: I do not have

to tell them how they should vote.
Hon. H. Heamn: They know.
The PRESIDENT: Order!I
The CHIEF SECRETARY: Their con-

science tells them how they should vote.,
Hon. H. Hearn: That is a new name for

it.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: When deal-

ing with this question, Parliament, in the
years gone by, has used a double-headed
penny so far as the workers in the State
are concerned. When the Bill was first
introduced in 1925, a provision was included
that there should be quarterly adjust-
ments in the basic wage. That was in
the original Bill introduced, I think, by
the late Hon. Alex. McCallum. When the
Bill came to this Chamber members said,
"Quarterly adjustments: no. you cannot
have that." At that time the cost of
living was rising, and this Chamber said
to the workers of the country. "You cannot
have quarterly adjustments; you must have
them yearly. No man can run his business
if he has to change his accounts every
three months." The workers accepted that
notwithstanding the fact that the wage was
delivered and paid from the 1st of July,
and they bad to wait until the next 1st
of July before any alteration could take
place.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: When was this
done?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: In 1925.
Hon. Sir Charles Latham: The quarterly

adjustment has not been altered since 1932.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: I said the

quarterly adjustment provision was in the
original Bill introduced by Mr. Mcallum,
but it was not accepted by this House
which altered it to Yearly adjustments.

H-on. Sir Charles Latham: It was also
opposed by him in 1932.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: This House
said, "You must have yearly adjustments
when chasing the cost of living." In 1931.
when the cost of living was coming down,
this same Legislative Council that some
years before had said. "It cannot be so,"
then, because the boot was on the other
foot, made an alteration to the quarterly
adjustment.

Hon. C. H. Simpson: Did not the workers
apply to the court for quarterly adjust-
rnents?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: No, the work-
ers wanted a quarterly adjustment in the
early stage. We find that when the cost
of living was going up the worker had to
wait for 12 months for any alteration in
his wage. Immediately it went the other
way the double-headed penny was used,
which meant that when it was going up the
adjustments had to be yearly, but when it
was going down it had to be quarterly. I
was Present when the 1931 amendment was
Put in the Bill.

Hon. L. A. Logan: Do not accuse us.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: The word
used was "may." Sir Charles Latham will
agree with me that it was always accepted
until the last 12 months or so that the
parliamentary definition of "may" at that
time was "shall."

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: No. the In-
terpretation Act determined that.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: That was the
accepted definition by members of Parlia-
ment. The hon. member was not in this
Chamber at that time, but that definition
was given on many occasions by Mr. Cor-
nell, who was Chairman of Committees.
When an amendment was moved to alter
"may" to "shall," he always said, "There
is no difference; the parliamentary defini-tion of "may" is "shall." When the word
"may" was put into the Act it was with
the idea that it meant "shall." It was
interpreted that way from 1925 to 1953.

Hon. A. R. Jones: There is no need to
change it.

Hon. L. A. Logan: Who altered it?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: The court
and everybody else has accepted it. The
court altered it, notwithstanding that Par-
liament's intention has always been that
"may" meant "shall." Accordingly for
reasons best known to itself the court has
altered it and by doing so it has stopped,
for approximately 12 months, any adjust-
ments to the basic wage. Members oppo-
site are now prepared to say that the
court is doing the right thing. I say it is
doing the wrong thing, and so does the
Government. Because we think it is doing
wrong, we feel we should get back to what
the original Act intended and say that
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the court shall do this, and that the basic
wage shall be in accordance with the figures
arrived at by the court.

If we do not agree to this, where do
we find ourselves? We say to the workers,
"By Act of Parliament we have set up
a court whose iob it is to ascertain what
basic wage you should receive." If we do
not abide by that we are putting over a
confidence trick. We say, "There is an
Act of Parliament; your wages will be
adjusted quarterly according to the statis-
tician's figures." The next thing we do
is to say, "When that Inquiry is made
and the figure is arrived at, that is the
figure You shall be paid." That is what
the Government is doing in this legisla-
tion.

Hon. N. E. Baxter: I think we know
who wants to put over the confidence
trick.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: When we
consider that for 11 months of the year
the worker is chasing the cast of living
up hill, and for three months he is fol-
lowing it dawn, do not members think
he has suffered enough without having an-
other trick played on him?

H-on. L. A. Logan: I do not think you
are being fair to the President of the
Arbitration Court.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I am merely
stating facts.

Hon. L. A. Logan: I do not think you
are.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Right down
through the years the definition of "may"
has been "shall"; there has never been
any occasion to doubt it.

Hon. L. A. Logan: Not while I have
been here.

The PRESIDENT: Order!

The CHIEF SECRETARY: The Gov-
ernment wants to rectify the position and'
we are told by members that we are dic-
tating to the Arbitration Court. What is
our job? Is it not to lay down an Act
under which the court shall function?
Do not we say on every occasion that
so and so shall be done.

Hon. N. E. Baxter: We use "may"
very often.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: No, it has
always been "may" or "shall" never
"should." We want the court to func-
tion in accordance with the provisions
as they were first put on the statute
book.

Hon. L. C. Diver: Why do not you
quote from "Hansard'?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I do not
have to. I have been here for many years
and I know what was done.

Hon. L. C. Diver: Memory plays
pranks.

The CHIEF SECRETARY:, Not wine.
It is too well imnbedded and I know what
the intention of Parliament was. This
interpretation was also accepted by the
court. Do not members think that if
years ago, the court had decided on the
interpretation it is putting on it now.
it would have taken action when the cost
of living was tumbling, in order to pre-
serve some economy in the country? Was
not it as justifiable for the court at that
time to level up the economy as it says
it is now? it did not do so be-
cause it knew that Parliament's intention
was that the wage should be ar-
rived at on the figures submitted.
All we are asking is that something de-
finite shall be placed in the Act. We con-
sidered that it was definite, but we are
now told that It was not, and so we are
taking the earliest opportunity to rectify
an obvious mistake.

I am hoping that, even at this last
moment, some members will ponder care-
fully before recording their votes. I am
surprised at the type of speech given by
Mr. Logan tonight. Heavens above, could
not he debate the question from the stand-
point of the intention of the Act? The
old cry about s.p. betting and beer and all
the rest of It! That is the only opposition
that has been offered to the measure, and
there was nothing solid in it.

Hon. L. A. Logan: That is only your
opinion.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I should not
care to have an opinion like that of the
hon. member. We have brought this Bill
forward in all good faith to give Parlia-
mnent an opportunity to put something de-
finite in the Act. I ask members, if they

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Wesai "may" the word "shall," to put someth~ing
-thiet~r--ti70IVC~i "u-rCh- is7 th aw el_ se-in7the Act.- ---

carry it out." If the Act has not been car- Ho.NE.Bxe:"a"frintc?
ried out we say it Is time it was. We are The CHIEF SECRETARY: What is
trying to put back an interpretation which needed is an amendment of the Act so
has been used for 28 years. It was the that. when certain circumstances arise,
intention of Parliament that "may" should something definite will be done. We should
wean "shall." Whether it was to be 12 not put people up a tree and then chop
months or three months, when the wage it down. We should not tell them they
was arrived at that was the wage to be will have quarterly adjustments and, when
paid to the worker. 'it does not suit to grant them, chop the

Hon. N. E. Baxter: Did not you say tree down. What would members have
the word in the original Act was "should"? done had the position been reversed?
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Hon. L. A. Logan: Exactly the same.

The CHIEF SECRETARY:. If there had
been a decrease in the cost of'living, em-
phasis would have been placed on the word
"shall."

Hon. L . A. Logan: You are doing Me an
InJustice.

.The CHIEF SECRETARY: I do not
think that possible. Mine might be a faint
hope, but I trust that when the numbers
are counted, most members will show that
they have seen the light, and are prepared,
to do the right thing by having something
definite in the Act so that the worker will
know where he stands. This is a matter
that should not be left to the whim of
two or three men to decide. To permit
three men to say. "You are not entitled
to the adjustment," is a ridiculous posi-
tion. Therefore I hope the second reading
will be carried.

Question Put and a division taken with
the following result:-

Ayes .. .. .... .... 12

Majority against ... 3

Bon. 0. W. D. Barker Hon. E, M. Heenan
Honi. R. J. Boylen Elon. r. R. H, Lavery
Han. X. Vt. D0avies Hon. H. C. Strickland
Hon. 0. Praer Hon. J. D). Teaban
Ron. J. J1. Garrigan Hon. W. F. Willesee
Hon. W. H. Hall Hona. R. F. Hutchison

074ril,)
Noes.

Hon. X. S. Baxter Hon. Sir Chas. Latham
Hon. L. Craig Ron. L. A. Logan
Hon. L. C. Diver Hon. 3. Murray
Hon. Sir Frank Gibson Hon. H. L. Roche
ROD. H. Beam Hon. C. H. Sfimpson
Hon. C. H. Henning Hon. H. K. Watson
Hon. J. 0. fl16lop Eon. J. McI. Thomson
Hon. A. R. Jones (Teller.)

Pair.
Aye. NO.

Ron. 0. Bennetta Ron. A. F. Griffith

Question thus negatived.
Bill defeated.

House adjourned at 9.22 P.M.

Tuesday, 19th October, 1954.
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(b) as to utlillsing Government-owned

land .... 9.. .. .. .. 174
(c) as to operations of registered

builders I.. -... -. ... 2 7
(d) as to safeguarding current building 27

programmes 2175
(e) as to investigating country-town

requirements .. ..1 ... 2175
(1) as to approaches to owners before

resumptions ... *.. .. .. 2175
Financial assistance from Britain, as to

result of Interviews with Chancellor of
the Exchequer.........2175

Fills:- Guardianship of Infants Act Amend-
ment, sr. ... .. . .. 2175

Fauna Protection Act Amendment, re-
port .... .... 2175

Mines Regulatlon Act Amendmnent (No.
9), 2r., Corn., report .. .. .... 9175

Constitution Acts Amendment (No. 2)1
Ir. .... . .. .. .. .... 2184

War Service Land Settlement Scheme,
Council's amendments .... ... 1284

Government Employees (Promotions
Appeal Board) Act Amendment, re--
turned .... ... ... . .. . 2184

nramei Act Amendment (No. 2), 2r.,
Corn., report .. ... .. .. 2184

Argentine Ant, 2r. .. .. .... 2195

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 4.30

pim., and read prayers.

QUESTIONS.

HARBOURS.
(a) As to Albany and Bunbury Boards,

Finances.

Mr. HILL asked the Premier:
(1) When did the Albany Harbour Board

take over the port of Albany?
(2) How much has the Albany Harbour

Board paid into the Treasury since that
date?

(3) In what year did the Treasury last
receive any payment from the Eunbury
Harbour Board?


